**Projects**

**Environment:**

Algorithms to advance sustainable growth in the marine sector

CIT UPC has collaborated on two EU projects to advance sustainability in the fisheries sector. The projects have led to the improvement of monitoring systems, reducing the environmental impact of fishing activities and promoting the sustainable management of marine resources.

**Energy:**

New technologies for more efficient, renewable and sustainable buildings

The mobility revolution is the focus of the Energy and Environment cluster in the Sustainable Campus, where the UPC is engaged in the construction of innovative buildings. To this end, the UPC has applied the most advanced control and monitoring technologies to ensure buildings that are sustainable, comfortable, profitable, efficient, and friendly.

**Did you know...?**

EIT Urban Mobility has a mobility revolution in the Sustainable Campus, where the UPC is engaged in the construction of innovative buildings.

**Activities CIT UPC**

**CIT UPC joins the advanced materials cluster**

The UPC and PIMEC have strengthened their collaboration by joining the Advanced Materials Cluster. This partnership will foster innovation and competitiveness in the materials sector.

**CIT UPC Blog**

**DATTIUM TECHNOLOGY: Smart monitoring in Industry 4.0**

DATTIUM Technology has created the spin-off SmartDATTIUM, specialised in the development of smart monitoring systems.

**Technological capabilities**

We aim to be a bridge of contact for all those who work in research and innovation. Feel free to participate by sending your news, comments, needs or any other relevant information that you want to share.

**Information of interest**

- [Statistics on R&D activities - 2017 - INE](https://example.com/statistics)
- [Knowledge Transfer: new model for its prestige and impulse - CRUE](https://example.com/knowledge-transfer)
- [World Intellectual Property Indicators 2018 - WIPO](https://example.com/wipo-indicators)

**Calendar**

- [February 20-21](https://example.com/calendar)
- [2-6 September 2019](https://example.com/calendar)

**Contact us!**

We are a community of experts in research and innovation. Feel free to participate by sending your news, comments, needs or any other relevant information.